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All condemned the attacks and expressed sympathy for American people. At least 18 people were killed and
36 wounded in the Taliban-affiliated attacks in Kabul. Afghanistan alone opposed Pakistani membership in
the UN in  China is arguably the only country to which the Pakistani security establishment defers. The
President of Pakistan, Pervez Musharraf issued a strong statement of condemnation and sympathy. In Zia
visited China to improve diplomatic relations. The generals like using jihadis because they help foster a sense
of nationalism based on the twin prongs of hatred for India and the bonding power of Islamic identity. These
fighters wanted to recreate Afghanistan not like what it was just before the Soviet invasion but what
Afghanistan was like on the eve of the first Bronze Age. For the idea to work, it is essential that the Afghan
government be a close ally of Pakistan, and willing to help fight India. Defence ties have remained firm, with
joint exercises and training, and in former Pakistani army chief Raheel Sharif was appointed to head the
Saudi-led Islamic Military Counter Terror Coalition. Some Indian hawks, in the army and the Ministry of
External Affairs, argue that by taking on a more robust and possibly even a military role in Afghanistan, India
could fill the security vacuum left by the U. Everything had been reduced to rubble. Pakistan is apparently also
testing other small, low-yielding nuclear devices such as landmines, presumably designed to destroy large
Indian tank formations moving into Pakistani territory. Most Afghan and Indian observers would scoff at her,
arguing that she was trying to pull the wool over their eyes, just as Karzai did with me in his insistence that the
Pakistani motives have not changed. Prime Minister Ali Khan made a tireless effort to establish relations with
the Soviet Union, repeatedly asking Joseph Stalin for military aid, but all attempts were rebuffed by the
Soviets. Nawaz Sharif, newly re-elected prime minister and leader of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
political party, speaks to party members in Lahore, May  China gave material and moral support to Pakistan
during Soviet invasion in Afghanistan, wars against India and as a frontline state against terrorism. There are
only 10 Indian diplomatic officers, compared to nearly in the UK embassy and 1, in the U. Fluent in Dari, the
most widely spoken language in Afghanistan, she was there to teach English to the first women officer cadets
to be recruited to the Afghan National Army. Zhou Rongji announced that China would start cooperation on
the initial development of Gwadar port and coastal highway in Pakistan. For the Pakistani military, the
existential threat posed by India has taken precedence over all other geopolitical and economic goals. General
R. Fifteen months before, on October 8, , a massive car bomb had been set off outside the Indian embassy in
Kabul killing 17 people and wounding 


